
Session one material (who is the boss in your family? 

 Decisions, Decisions! Which jobs will go first) 
Vocabulary 

 
 

disparity  US  noun [C or U] SLIGHTLY FORMAL  
a lack of equality and similarity, especially in a way that is not fair:  
the growing disparity between rich and poor  

 

implode  US  verb [I]  
1 SPECIALIZED to fall inward with force:  

The vacuum inside the tube caused it to implode when the external air pressure was increased.  

Compare explode (BURST).  

2 to fail suddenly and completely and be unable to operate:  

Their economy is in danger of imploding.  

implosion  US  noun [C or U] SPECIALIZED  

 

galvanize, UK USUALLY galvanise  verb [T]  
to cause someone to suddenly take action, especially by shocking or exciting them in some way:  
Western charities were galvanized by TV pictures of starving people.  
The prospect of his mother coming to stay galvanized him into action and he immediately set about 

cleaning the house.  
 

deliberate (INTENTIONAL)  US  adjective 
1 (often of something bad) intentional or planned:  

a deliberate attack/insult/lie  

We made a deliberate decision to live apart for a while.  

2 describes a movement, action or thought which is done carefully without hurrying:  

From her slow, deliberate speech I guessed she must be drunk.  

deliberately  US  adverb  
I'm sure he says these things deliberately (= intentionally) to annoy me.  
Calmly and deliberately (= slowly and carefully), she poured petrol over the car and set it alight.  

deliberation  noun [U]  
Slowly and with deliberation she turned to me and told me to get out.  

 

 solace  US  noun [S or U] LITERARY  
help and comfort when you are feeling sad or worried:  
When his wife left him, he found solace in the bottle (= drank alcohol).  
Music was a great solace to me during this period.  
solace  US  verb [T] LITERARY  

to give help and comfort to someone when they are feeling sad or worried  
 

bureau (ORGANIZATION)  US  noun [C] plural bureaux or US AND AUSTRALIAN 

ENGLISH USUALLY bureaus 
1 an organization or a business that collects or provides information:  

Her disappearance was reported to the police department's Missing Persons Bureau.  

2 MAINLY US a government organization:  

the Federal Bureau of Investigation  

 

bereft  adjective [after verb] FORMAL  
lacking something or feeling great loss:  
Alone now and almost penniless, he was bereft of hope.  
After the last of their children had left home the couple felt utterly bereft.  

 



 

 

 

susceptible (INFLUENCED)  adjective 
1 easily influenced or harmed by something:  

She isn't very susceptible to flattery.  

These plants are particularly susceptible to frost.  

Among particularly susceptible children, the disease can develop very fast.  

2 describes someone who is easily emotionally influenced:  

They persuade susceptible teenagers to part with their money.  

susceptibility  US  noun [U]  
when someone or something is easily influenced, harmed or infected  

susceptibilities  US  plural noun FORMAL  
the feelings someone has which are likely to be hurt:  
I didn't mean to offend/upset/hurt your susceptibilities.  

 

crank sth out phrasal verb [M] US INFORMAL  
to produce something with no special care or effort:  
Like clockwork, he cranks out a new book every year.  

 

navel  noun [C] (INFORMAL belly button)  

the small round part in the middle of the stomach which is left after the umbilical cord (= long tube of 

flesh joining the baby to its mother) has been cut at birth  

gaze at/contemplate your navel HUMOROUS  

to spend too much time thinking about yourself and your own problems  
 

abdomen  noun [C] SPECIALIZED  
the lower part of a person's or animal's body, which contains the stomach, bowels and other organs, or 

the end of an insect's body  
abdominal  US  adjective  

abdominal pains  

abdominals  US  plural noun (INFORMAL abs)  
muscles in the abdomen  

 

thrust (PUSH)  verb [I or T; usually + adverb or preposition] thrust, thrust  
to push suddenly and strongly:  
She thrust the money into his hand.  
They thrust a microphone in front of me and fired questions at me.  
She thrust the papers at me (= towards me).  
The bodyguards thrust past the crowd to get at the cameraman.  
thrust  noun 
1 [C] a strong push  

2 [U] SPECIALIZED the driving force produced by, for example, an aircraft engine  

 

perceive (SEE)  US  verb [T]  
to see something or someone, or to become aware of something that is obvious:  
Bill perceived a tiny figure in the distance.  
I perceived a note of unhappiness in her voice.  
Perceiving that he wasn't happy with the arrangements, I tried to book a different hotel.  

 

perceive (BELIEVE)  US  verb [T]  
to come to an opinion about something, or have a belief about something:  
How do the French perceive the British?  
Women's magazines are often perceived to be superficial.  



 

longevity  US  noun [U] FORMAL  
living for a long time:  
To what do you attribute your longevity?  

 

wrath  US  noun [U] FORMAL OR OLD-FASHIONED  
extreme anger:  
The people feared the wrath of God.  
wrathful  US  adjective  

wrathfully  US  adverb  

 

girth  US  noun 
1 [C or U] the distance around the outside of a thick or fat object, like a tree or a body:  

The oak was 2 metres in girth.  

HUMOROUS His ample girth was evidence of his love of good food.  

2 [C] the strap which goes around the middle of a horse to keep the saddle (= rider's seat) or the load in 

the right position:  

Loosen the girth a little.  

 

discord (DISAGREEMENT)  US  noun [U] FORMAL  
a lack of agreement or shared opinions:  
marital discord  
A note of discord has crept into relations between the two countries.  
Compare concord.  

discordant  US  adjective FORMAL  
strike a discordant note to look or sound different or wrong compared with everything else:  
The contemporary dialogue for me struck a slightly discordant note.  

 

bicameral  US  adjective SPECIALIZED  
(of a government group) with two parts, such as the Senate and the House of Representatives in the 

United States:  
a bicameral legislature  

 

apportion  US  verb [T] FORMAL  
to give or share out, especially blame or money among several people or things:  
When we know how much is profit, then we can apportion the money among/between us.  
The investigation into the air crash would inevitably apportion blame to certain members of the crew.  

 

Triassic:      from 230 million to 190 million years ago; dinosaurs, marine reptiles; volcanic activity 

  


